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Abstract  

 

In Ainu language there is nominalizing suffix: -i/-hi and there is indefinite patient prefix: i-. It is 

possible to say that the prefix has meanings of “something”, somebody” and the suffix has 

meanings of “item”, “issue”. V and VC syllables of modern Ainu were ʔV and ʔVC syllables 

correspondingly in Late Jōmon – Yayoi. And thus, it is possible to say that both morphemes had 

completely the same material implementation: *ʔi. And, thus, it is possible to conclude that 

modern suffix -i/-hi and modern prefix i- are derivations of the same morpheme, i.e.: *ʔi that 

seems to have been a fully significant word meaning “item”, “issue” “something” in Late Jōmon 

Ainu and could be placed left hand and right hand from the nuclear position. Prepositive *ʔi 

later became prefix and postpositive *ʔi later became suffix.  
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1. Introduction into the problem   

 

In Ainu language there is such grammatical feature as nominalization; nominalization means 

converting a verb into a noun.  

 

 
 

Pic. 1. The scheme showing subordinate structure of sets of items covered by different 

nominalizers (source: Akulov 2017: 20)  
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In Ainu language nominalization is expressed by the following suffixes: -kur – meaning 

“being”/ “person”; -pe/-p
1
 – meaning “thing”/ “being”; -i/-hi

2
  –  meaning “item”, “issue”.  

It is possible to say that the set of concepts which can be marked by -kur is a subset of the set of 

concepts which can be marked by -pe, that in its turn is a subset is a subset of the set of concepts 

which can be marked by -i/-hi (see pic. 1). 

The nominalizer of -i/-hi seems to be connected with -i- prefix that expresses indefinite 

object/patient. 

In this text I try to draw a possible outline of the history of these two morphemes. 

 

2. Markers of indefinite object/patient and indefinite person  

 

The indefinite patient marker evidently is connected with i- prefix that expresses indefinite 

person, for instance: i-sapa-kik-ni – is a special stick (pic. 2) that was traditionally used by Ainu 

during fishing in order to stun large salmon, the length of the stick was usually about a foot and 

it was made of willow (Kayano2005: 52). Literally i-sapa-kik-ni means: something/somebody-

head-beat-tree/stick (Kayano 2005: 52). 

 

 
 

Pic. 2. I-sapa-kik-ni (source: Kayano 2005: 53) 

 

In certain descriptions of Ainu language the marker of indefinite patient/object is described as a 

marker of so-called antipassive voice.  

I consider such approach as extremely incorrect and inconvenient. Ainu language is a language 

that has no category of voice at all (Akulov 2017: 6).  

I suppose it is useful to represent here some examples from some languages other than Ainu. For 

example, in French language there is word on, and one of its functions is expressing the 

meaning of indefinite person (see French personal pronouns). French verbal forms with on can 

be translated into English by forms of passive voice, however, they are normally translated by 

forms of indefinite person, for instance: on parle – “they say”. Thus, we can see that the 

category of indefinite person can coexist with the category of voice and doesn’t intermix with it. 

 

Tamura points on the fact that all V and VC syllables of modern Ainu should be considered as 

ʔV and ʔVC syllables (Tamura 2000: 21), in modern Ainu this initial /ʔ/ actually has almost 

gone out of use, however, it is possible to reconstruct fully functioning /ʔ/ for Ainu language of 

Late Jōmon period (Nonno 2015: 64 – 65).  

                                                           
1
 Form -pe is used in the case of consonant ending of verbal stem; form -p is used in the case of vowel ending of 

verbal stem.  
2
 Form -i is used in the case of consonant ending of verbal stem; form -hi is used in the case of vowel ending of 

verbal stem.  
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And thus, this -i- prefix initially has the following view: *ʔi. Later /ʔ/ simply dropped in initial 

position.  

 

3. Nominalizer -i/-hi  

 

As it has been already mentioned above form -i is used in the case of consonant ending of a 

verbal stem; form -hi is used in the case of vowel ending of a verbal stem: itak – “to speak”, 

itak-i “speech”, pirka “be good”, “be beautiful” – pirka-hi “goodness”, “beauty”.  

Taking into account the above-mentioned fact that V and VC syllables initially were ʔV and 

ʔVC syllables in the case of -i/-hi it is possible to say the following: this morpheme initially was 

*ʔi, and later /ʔ/ dropped in the case of consonant ending of preceding stem and converted into 

/h/ in the case of vowel ending of preceding word.  

 

4. Connection of -i- and -i/-hi  

 

Thus, the nominalizer “issue”, “item” and indefinite person/indefinite object marker that initially 

meant “somebody”, “something” in distant past had completely the same material 

implementations, i.e.: *ʔi.  

 

And thus it is possible to suppose the following: in Ainu of Late Jōmon – Yayoi there was 

morpheme *ʔi that was a significant word and that had the following meanings: “item”, “issue”, 

“something”, and that could be placed left hand and right hand from zero/nuclear position. Later 

prepositive *ʔi became prefixes (the maker of indefinite person and the marker of indefinite 

patient/object) and postpositive *ʔi became suffix.  

 

5. An indirect evidence of isolating past of Ainu 

 

Conclusion about *ʔi morpheme made above correlates well with previously made conclusion 

that Ainu language of Late Jōmon – Yayoi was isolating: 

 

…Ainu of Late Jōmon was a higher analytical language than modern Ainu while Ainu of 

earlier stage was isolating, i.e.: there were no auxiliaries/clitics and any auxiliary/clitic 

could be placed in nuclear position (Nonno 2015: 66). 

 

Main evidences that Ainu was isolating are the following: all compound words have the same 

structure as sentences; all compounds can actually be decomposed into a set of significant words. 

 

Traditionally the technique of isolation is determined as absence of morphology or very low 

morpheme per word ratio. Actually we can see that morphology is represented even in those 

languages which are usually used as standard examples of isolating languages, for instance, in 

Chinese and in Khmer there are prefixes and suffixes.  

However, I am to note that traditional determination is rather inaccurate, and I can say that it is 

more correct and precise to determine isolation by the following way: isolation is ability of any 

morpheme to be placed upon zero/nuclear position. As I noted above even in languages used as 

standard of isolating language there are morphemes which never can be placed upon 

nuclear/zero position, and so it’s much more correct to speak about degree of isolation, but not 

simply say: “this language is isolating” or “that is not”. 

Isolation can be considered as an extreme point of analytism. (Analytism can be determined as 

deliverance of significant words from expressing of grammar, see pic 3. As well as in the case of 

isolation it’s possible to speak about degree of analytism.) 
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Pic. 3. The scheme illustrating connection of analytism and isolation 

 

 
Pic. 4. Location of Cham speaking areas (red) in Southeast Asia (the map has been created by A. 

Akulov) 
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Actually a single fact that a certain affix was significant word in distant past hardly can be itself 

a firm evidence of isolation past, however, we can see that in languages which are usually 

considered as standard of isolating typology (for instance in Chinese) auxiliaries/clitics usually 

demonstrate rather close connection with their prefigurations which were significant words and 

often haven’t yet fully lost their lexical meanings. 

That’s why I suppose that above made conclusion about *ʔi actually can be considered as an 

additional evidence of the fact that Ainu was isolating in distant past. 

 

Sometimes are spoken out certain objections that Ainu could not be isolating and always had 

morphology. Such ideas are very naïve and are based on fundamental ignorance of what 

language actually is, i.e.: such ideas are based on a mythology saying that there is a ‘ravine’ 

between syntax and morphology.  

Actually there is no border between syntax and morphology, i.e.: any language can develop or 

lose morphology, but maintain the same positional distributions of its grammatical meanings, 

degree of syntax and degree of morphology are not substantial parameters in this context. For 

example, we can see that modern English step by step moves toward isolation, but still remains 

a language of Germanic group and of Indo-European family. Also we can see that, for instance, 

in Cham
3
 language under the influence of Vietnamese and Khmer decreased the role of 

morphology and increased the role of syntax.  
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3
 Cham is an Austronesian  language spoken  in Southern Vietnam  and  partly in  Cambodia,  see  pic.  4. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_personal_pronouns#On

